About us

CBPA (China Behcet Patient Association) was founded in May 2005, by Behcet Disease (also known as Behcet syndrome) patients and their families voluntarily established. The Association is a non-governmental charity organizations engaged in public welfare, non-profit social work dedicated to Behcet disease groups to carry out care and rescue services, the promotion of social and public understanding of and respect for Behcet Disease groups, the elimination of discrimination against them, maintaining the equality of rights and interests of the groups in terms of health care, education, employment, care, promotesocial Security policies conducive Behcet disease groups.

Mission: To establish equality, a respected social environment for Behcet Disease patients.

Slogan: Optimistic, mutual assistance and sharing, You are not alone!

Objectives:
1, To carry out propaganda of Behcet's disease
2, To help Behcet's disease patients and families
3 To advocacy public care of Behcet's disease
4, To promote patient achieve medicaid, education, employment
5, To build communication and mutual support platform for Behcet's patients and their families,
6, To provide legal assistance for patients and their families
7, To carry out the investigation and research of Behcet's disease
8, Promoting government to release the policies in Behcet's disease

Medical Advisor:
Mr. Peizeng Yang（Chongqing Medical University Affiliated Hospital）
Mr. Xin Pan（Shanghai Shuguang Hospital）
Mrs. Zhuoli Zhang（Peking University First Hospital）
Mrs. Yueying Gu（Shanghai Renji Hospital）
Mr. Weiguo Ma（Beijing Anzhen Hospital）
Mr. Yu Huang（Department of Genetics, Peking University）
Mr. Xiwu Hou（Zhengzhou University Affiliated four homes）
Mr. Guanmin Gao（First Affiliated Hospital of Zhengzhou University）
Mrs. Xueqin Wu（Shanghai Shuguang Hospital）

Legal Advisor: Li Zonggui lawyer
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Project list

Info & Advice
To provide comprehensive information for patients is our fundamental work, Behcet hotline, website, bbs, QQ group, periodicals, and other forms, in combination with medical experts to the patient and their families to provide medical advice, psychological support, and handling requests for information. Now this part has got good effect, we contacted nearly 2000 patients who are from all the provinces of China.

Education
Public lack of understanding of Behcet's disease groups, easily misdiagnosed early symptoms of Behcet's disease, so it's very important to disseminate Behcet's disease knowledge, by popular science lectures, microblogging, media contributions, rare disease day promotional activities to form of spread disease knowledge and group status.

Behcet Hotline
Behcet's hotline is established by a few old patients with long-term clinic experience, they share their feelings and experiences by their own phone, and also give personal recommendations to whom call for help. Hope there are more patients to join the hotline to help more patients!
Tips: Behcet hotline group members only give personal advice, do not accept responsibility, please follow the diagnosis and treatment from doctor's recommendations.

<Behcet Syndrome>Newsletter
This is a comprehensive journal for Behcet's disease patients and their families, mainly covering the medical, nursing and care, and the communication of patients and families, education, legal, and employment security. It is a true reflectionBehcet's disease group sound as well as the communication and sharing of Behcet's disease groups, civil publications. Each issue provided free of charge to patients, their families, public interest organizations, doctors and other relevant
Medical Aid For OI Patients
This is a medical aid project carried out for the need for treatment of Behcet's patients with a family in extreme poverty. Currently, some Behcet's patients families life are greatly distressed, and poverty caused by the phenomenon is more common, and many families can not afford the medical expenses of patients, the project for a patient's own medication, apply to qualified patients no more than 1 thousand Yuan of medical expenses to promote the physical and psychological pain sufferers can be lifted as soon as possible. Specific project description and how to apply, please visit the website or call us.

Genetic research
Behcet's disease genetic research is to conduct a joint research project of Peking University Genetics Laboratory of the Department of Genetics, the purpose is looking for Behcet's disease genes, explore genetic mysteries of Behcet's disease. We have collected nearly 50 family suffering from genetic or suspected genetic information, and is waiting for the result of the application of research funding.
For more information, please visit the forum:  http://www.behcet.com.cn/thread-5601-1-1.html

Children Angel Plan
The "children Angel " plans will provide health care, education and other funding schemes for the poor households Behcet children under the age of 16 in poor families, we will find a love who funded the children, the subsidy amount ranging from 100-200 yuan per month, mainly used on improving the lives of children of the recipients, education, the environment. The characteristics of the project is long-term, a small donor and contributions from donors can directly send to the recipient families.

National Conference For BD Patients
This is the regular national conferences, all Behcet’s patients from different province can discuss all related things about behcet disease. We want to have an active role in promoting health care, education, employment, care, and now seek funding for community!

Policy&Law
Currently no appropriate policies and laws to protect the rights and interests of Behcet’s disease groups, the lack of effective protection of medical and social assistance, patient education, employment discrimination is very serious, we have been actively carried out in health care, education, employment legal advice, legal aid, public interest litigation, combined with other rare disease organizations in policy advocacy, and called on the government to publish a rare disease policy. Patients who need legal assistance please ask for help by Behcet hotline.

Investigation&Research
We Carried out research treatment for Behcet's patients, till 2011 we have finished more than 50
patient-reported data, as well as we compiled an inventory included most papers journals about Behcet's disease treatment medical from 1994 to the present.

Volunteers Development
Volunteers are an important part of the development of Behcet Association, we manage and develop the volunteers with the principle "participation, professionalism, mutual aid, happy", and built a QQ group of volunteers for communication.

You can also use the following website, forum platform concern Behcet:
1. the official website: www.behcet.com.cn
2. the official microblog: weibo.com/behcet.com.cn. t.qq.com/baisailianmeng